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Abstract. We model the mutualism interactions between gobies and shrimp based on recent ex-4
perimental work on the shrimp Alpheus floridans and the facultative and obligate gobies Ctenogobius5
saepepallens and Nes longus in the Bahamas. We show that the model is consistent with observations,6
and suggest that obligate mutualism may favour rapid speciation in gobies due to their restricted7
spatial range. We calculate the resilience of the goby-shrimp systems to evaluate the robustness of8
the mutualist interactions to parameter choices. While experimental evidence has noted the ubiquity9
of obligation in gobies, our theoretical investigation predicts the ubiquity of facultative mutualism10
in shrimp despite the many obligate mutualism strategies open to them. Future experimental work11
might be usefully directed at evaluating the ubiquity of facultative versus obligate interactions of12
shrimp in goby - shrimp mutualist populations, and examining whether facultative and obligate13
strategies are correlated with food availability.14
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1. Introduction. We consider the dynamics of a goby and a shrimp population17

based primarily on the field study of Lyons [20] in the Bahamas, but see also Thomp-18

son et al.[31]. The goby and shrimp engage in a mutualist relationship, that may be19

facultative or obligate, where each shrimp constructs a burrow that can accommodate20

both the shrimp and its goby partner. The shrimp provides protection for the goby21

from its predators (mainly groupers), allowing the goby to forage for food with a22

refuge in close proximity. The goby provides warnings to the shrimp, signalling when23

it is unsafe to leave the burrow to forage for food due to the presence of predators.24

In certain cases the shrimp may utilise the goby’s faeces as its sole source of food,25

and then the goby exclusively defecates inside the burrow. Lyons speculated that the26

increased costs of an obligate lifestyle must be balanced by the significant advantages27

enjoyed by both the goby and the shrimp populations. We investigate that speculation28

in this study.29

A key to understanding mutualisms is to understand the cost/benefit payoff or30

tradeoff involved in the interaction between the mutualist partners. Lyons [20] mea-31

sured the improved life expectancy of gobies when they behave in an obligate manner.32

He also notes that they spend a majority of their time hiding in burrows, but does33

not quantify this. Lyons also asks what is the cost/payback to the goby for becoming34

obligate, i.e. is the significant reduction in mortality for obligate gobies staying close35

to, and hiding in, a particular shrimp burrow (that is observed by Lyons) offset by36

a reduction in feeding due to reduced grazing time and range. Lyons [20] does not37

measure the costs and benefits that accrue to the shrimp for changes in its behaviour38

(which appear to be more complex than the options available to the gobies). The39

shrimp may feed on plankton/detritus outside its burrow, in which case the goby40

provides a protection; or it may feed both outside and inside its burrow on plank-41

ton and goby faeces; or may feed exclusively inside its burrow solely on goby faeces.42

Each of these options involves different costs and benefits which will have different43

eco-evolutionary implications.44
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2 ROGER CROPP AND JOHN NORBURY

To robustly consider tradeoffs, we need a measure of costing that is compatible45

with the benefits of obligate behaviour The model we propose here is both simple46

enough to understand, and yet we can compare with data. We use a linear cost/benefit47

analysis that balances costs and benefits related to the changes in behaviour of the48

gobies and shrimp spending more time in their burrow versus more time outside and49

foraging over a larger area. We use this model to examine several aspects of the goby -50

shrimp interaction, in particular Lyons’ [20] suggestion that over 90% of goby species51

are obligate on their shrimp partners. This raises the question of whether obligate52

mutualism provides the gobies with an eco-evolutionary advantage that is reflected53

in the ubiquity of obligate mutualism among gobies, or whether the constriction of54

spatial movement associated with obligate mutualist relationships drives speciation55

among those gobies that are obligate.56

All living populations must resolve the competing imperatives to increase their57

sustainable population size, by maximising their growth rate and/or minimising their58

mortality rate, and to ensure the reliable availability of their food supply by ”farming”59

their resources (nutrients or populations) that they rely upon to grow. These impera-60

tives are resolved in an ecosystem in which the equilibrium point where all populations61

coexist is stable and resilient. Resilience measures the rate at which the system will62

return to its previous state after a perturbation. Populations in a highly resilient63

ecosystem will maintain reliable sustainable food supplies even in environments that64

are subjected to substantial perturbations.65

We take as ’canonical species’ the obligate goby Nes longus and the facultative66

goby Ctenogobius saepepallens, together with the shrimp Alpheus floridans. We build67

a computational simulation model for these interactions to see if resilience of the68

system varies with facultative or obligate behaviours. We examine the ubiquity of69

obligate and facultative mutualist interactions between gobies and shrimp by exam-70

ining the properties of ecologically-realistic instantiations of our model, defined with71

randomly generated parameter values over appropriately defined ranges. We ran-72

domly sample large numbers of parameter choices to model our systems, extract the73

ecologically relevant ones, and then categorise which parameters lead to higher re-74

silience or diversity. Despite constraining the parameter space sampled to minimise75

unrealistic parameter combinations, only around 8% of the random parameter sets76

sampled produce valid ecosystems that have positive finite equilibrium populations,77

of which around 63% have stable equilibriums and 27% have persistent population78

oscillations. We classify each valid instance of the model according to the type of its79

mutualist interactions (obligate or facultative). We examine the tradeoffs in each case80

and how they relate to overall properties of the system such as its resilience and the81

equilibrium partitioning of biomass to identify cost-benefit interactions and consider82

our results in the context of Lyons’ [20] observations that obligate goby species are83

much more common in the field.84

2. A Mutualist Model for Gobies and Shrimp. Gobies and shrimp are ma-85

rine shallow water heterotroph populations that have a mutualist relationship which86

we model by the inclusion and explicit accounting of finite resources for each popula-87

tion. Gobies consume zooplankton such as copepods and utilise shrimp burrows for88

shelter from grouper, their primary predators. In return, the gobies either provide89

food for the shrimp by defecating inside the burrow, where the shrimp feeds on the90

faeces, or alert the shrimp to safe feeding conditions outside the burrow by waving91

their caudal fins. The shrimp dig and maintain the burrows that provide shelter for92

both themselves and the gobies.93
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The goby x2 and the shrimp x3 populations and their interactions are modelled in94

their simplest form consistent with experimental results. We use the Lotka-Volterra95

models [19, 33] in the CN framework [6] as the basis for our modelling approach96

and adopt the standard notation for the parameters and their signs. We accept that97

this may lead to interactions being somewhat counterintuitive to some readers, but98

suggest that the benefits of casting the model in this general framework outweighs99

the convenience of writing a specific model just for this single application. (Note that100

using more complicated forms of interactions such as the commonly used saturating101

Holling Type II and III forms does not qualitatively change our results.)102

We reserve x1 for the aggregated plankton species that the goby, and potentially103

the shrimp, populations feed on. The goby and shrimp populations may depend upon104

each other to survive via protection mutualisms, and both populations may feed on a105

common resource, the plankton x1. The goby population x2 only feeds on the plankton106

population x1, and this is represented by the simplest grazing term −a21x1x2 (where107

a21 < 0). The shrimp population may also feed on the plankton x1 or may feed on108

goby faeces, which are proportional to x2. These processes are represented by the109

terms a31x1x3 and a32x2x3 respectively, where a31 < 0 and a32 < 0.110

Either population may receive a mutualist benefit from the presence of the other111

that reduces its mortality, which we represent with ri(1 − Mi(xj))xi, where ri is112

the usual density-independent heterotroph mortality coefficient (i, j = 2, 3; i 6= j),113

and Mi(xj) is the mutualist protection benefit that xi derives from xj . We use114

M2(x3) = µ2(x3/[x3 + ε2]) for the reduction in goby mortality due to shrimp and115

M3(x2) = µ3x2 for the reduction in shrimp mortality due to gobies. We chose values116

for µ2 and ε2 consistent with that measured by Lyons [20] (see Supplementary Material117

for details). We also include the usual density-dependent mortality terms a22x
2
2 and118

a33x
2
3 which include predation losses to un-modelled higher trophic levels. The generic119

interaction term a23x2x3 is usually positive, reflecting that the sequestration of a120

fraction of the total resources by the shrimp population results in fewer resources121

being available for the goby population (see Table 1 for further details).122

Collecting these process terms, and writing them in a per-capita rate form pro-123

vides the following equations that determine the population sizes :124

ẋ2 = x2f2(x1, x2, x3) = x2(r2[1−M2(x3)]− a21x1 − a22x2 − a23x3),125

ẋ3 = x3f3(x1, x2, x3) = x3(r3[1−M3(x2)]− a31x1 − a32x2 − a33x3).(1)126127

Our explicit, exact resource cycling and accounting framework requires that we128

include an equation that describes the availability of resources, in this case plankton129

x1, for the gobies x2 and shrimp x3 to feed on, and an equation that describes the130

availability of nutrients N , the resource for x1. We use x1 to capture a combined131

plankton population (i.e. comprising phytoplankton, mixotrophic plankton, and zoo-132

plankton). The plankton population dynamics are determined by r1, the net growth133

rate on the limiting nutrient N , its density-dependent mortality rate a11, and the134

coefficients a12 and a13 that represent its losses to grazing by x2 and x3 respectively:135

ẋ1 = x1f1(x1, x2, x3, N) = x1(r1N − â11x1 − â12x2 − â13x3),136

= x1(r1(1− x1 − x2 − x3)− â11x1 − â12x2 − â13x3),137

= x1(r1 − a11x1 − a12x2 − a13x3).(2)138139

Here we incorporate the plankton population’s growth dependence on the limiting140

nutrient N . New interaction coefficients are introduced above to simplify the notation,141
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so that aij = ri+âij . Note that the limiting nutrient N is typically dissolved inorganic142

nitrogen together with decaying organic matter and we take N = NT −x1−x2−x3 to143

represent the cycling of the limiting nutrient within the study site. Here we assume144

that the scaled total nutrient NT = 1 is constant over the experimental period (i.e.145

there is no net immigration or emigration, or net influx or efflux of limiting inorganic146

nutrient across the boundary). Flows of all other resources such as sunlight, water,147

oxygen and other nutrients, are not restricted.148

Table 1
Summary of parameter roles that determine facultative / obligate interactions.

Parameter Role
a21 Rate of goby grazing on plankton - reduced if foraging range is

reduced
a23 Cost incurred by goby in obtaining a mutualist benefit from the

shrimp - metabolic cost of providing warnings to the shrimp or cost
of reduced foraging range

µ2 Maximum magnitude of mortality reduction of gobies due to provi-
sion of burrows by shrimp

ε2 Half-saturation constant for mortality reduction due to availability
of burrows

a31 Rate of shrimp grazing on plankton - zero if shrimp feeds only on
goby faeces

a32 Cost of obtaining mutualism benefit from gobies or rate of shrimp
feeding on goby faeces

µ3 Maximum magnitude of mortality reduction of shrimp due to warn-
ings from gobies

The goby population may have a facultative mutualism interaction with the149

shrimp, in which case it receives a benefit of reduced mortality due to the presence of150

the shrimp, but may survive in the absence of shrimp (for example, C. saepepallens);151

or be obligate on the shrimp, in which case the condition that it cannot grow in the152

absence of shrimp holds (here N. longus). We express these conditions formally so153

that we can check parameter relations in the model that ensure that the various pop-154

ulations are acting in obligate versus facultative mode. These formal definitions are155

facilitated by the theoretical framework that we have used to develop the model. This156

is described in detail in [6], and while less intuitive than a model written specifically157

for this scenario, it has the benefit of utilising results known to hold in the frame-158

work, and provides a general context for the interpretation of the results (see also159

Supplementary Material).160

The shrimp population may receive a reduced mortality rate similarly to the goby161

if the goby signals to it when it is safe to feed outside the burrow, or may remain162

in the burrow and fed solely on goby faeces. The equation describing the dynamics163

of the shrimp population allows the shrimp to be a facultative or obligate mutualist164

similarly to the goby (Lyons [20] noted the shrimp could be facultative or obligate, but165

did not classify their role in his experiments). The shrimp is a facultative mutualist166

if it has an alternative food source to the goby faeces, in this case the plankton167

population x1, that it can survive on when the goby is absent (suppose x2 = 0 and168

x3 is in an environment rich in plankton (x1 = 1), then f3|x1=1 > 0). Otherwise, the169

shrimp is obligate on the goby, and this may occur in several ways. If the shrimp170
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remains in its burrow and depends solely on the goby faeces for its food, then it has171

a parameter profile similar to a predator of the goby, so that x3 grows when there172

is an abundance of the goby x2, formally f3|x2=1 > 0, and as the shrimp does not173

feed on plankton, formally defined as f3|x1=1 < 0. If the shrimp feeds on plankton174

solely and is obligated on the goby to provide a protection mutualism that reduces its175

susceptibility to predation, then the shrimp per capita growth rates are (i) negative176

when there are no goby present and there is an abundance of plankton but (ii) positive177

for a value x∗∗2 of the goby population at which it provides sufficient protection that178

the shrimp population can survive. In this case a32 ≥ 0. Finally, if the shrimp both179

grazes on plankton outside the burrow and feeds on goby faeces inside the burrow,180

but can survive on neither in the absence of the goby population it has the properties181

that f3|x1=1 < 0, f3|x2=1 < 0, and f3|x∗∗
1 +x∗∗

2 =1 > 0 where x∗∗2 is again a critical goby182

population size that allows shrimp survival. The parameter relationships that define183

these trophic strategies are listed in Table 2.184

Facultative mutualist interactions in contrast are straight forward: if either pop-185

ulation can exist in the absence of the other then they are facultative. This occurs186

if either population can survive on the plankton alone: for the goby this is the case187

if a21 < r2 < 0 and for the shrimp if a31 < r3 < 0, irrespective of other parameter188

values. These are the simple tests we use to classify the goby and shrimp populations189

as facultative or obligate - for the purposes of this manuscript we do not differenti-190

ate between the types of obligation. See the Supplementary Material for an explicit191

derivation of the parameter ranges that determine the extent of the facultative and192

obligate behaviour for each of the goby and shrimp populations. We again note that193

while the parameter values may vary if different functional forms are used to repre-194

sent the mutualist dependencies M2(x3) and M3(x2), the qualitative results do not195

critically depend on the specific functional forms used, as is the case for some models196

of mutualism (for example, see Bazykin [2]).197

2.1. Resilience. We wish to calculate the resilience (R) of the equilibrium state198

where all populations coexist for each of the four potential population interactions:199

• Facultative gobies and facultative shrimp;200

• Obligate gobies and facultative shrimp;201

• Facultative gobies and obligate shrimp; and202

• Obligate gobies and obligate shrimp.203

The measure of resilience we use is defined after DeAngelis [7] as the negative of204

the real part of the dominant eigenvalue (λD, the most positive one) of the equilibrium205

point where all living populations coexist:206

(3) R = −real{λD(x∗1, x
∗
2, x

∗
3)}.207

An equilibrium at any point in the model’s ecospace (which we have normalised by208

population abundances, so that NT = 1, and 0 ≤ x∗1, x
∗
2, x

∗
3 ≤ 1) may have a range209

of resiliences associated with it. More than one parameter set can determine a point210

in the ecospace, and each parameter set will cause the point to have a different re-211

silience. In order to explore the resilience of the model we need to vary all parameters212

suitably in ranges that can produce valid ecosystem models and investigate a number213

of parameter sets for each point in the ecospace. Although DeAngelis’ definition of214

resilience is only relevant for stable equilibrium points, we include the ’resiliences’ of215

unstable points in our analysis to elucidate the relative ubiquity of stable and unstable216

equilibria in the ecospace.217
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2.2. Parameter Space Search. The parameter space for the search was con-218

strained to optimise the probability that a randomly generated parameter set had each219

population functioning in the manner desired (for example, x1 always had properties220

of an autotroph), that mass balance principles of predation were always respected (i.e.221

the predator could not gain more mass than the prey lost), and that the populations222

could not ’borrow’ from the nutrient pool. To achieve this the constraints listed in223

Table 2 were imposed on the parameter search. To simplify the interpretation of the224

results of the parameter search we restricted µ2 and ε to small ranges that reflected225

the changes in mortality observed by Lyons [20], and µ3 to small values. Changes in226

goby and shrimp mutualist behaviour may be determined simply by considering r2227

and r3 in relation to a21 and a31 respectively.228

Table 2
Summary of constraints for the parameter space.

Constraint Implication of the Parameter Constraint
r1 = 1 Ensures x1 can grow on inorganic nutrient
1 < a11, a12, a13 < 2 Ensures x1 always functions as a mixotroph
−1 < r2 < 0 Ensures x2 always functions as a heterotroph
0.5 < µ2 < 1 Implements a reduction in mortality of x2 due to pro-

tection by x3 of the order measured by Lyons [20]
0 < ε < 0.001 Implements a reduction in mortality x2 due to protec-

tion by x3 of the order measured by Lyons [20]
−a12 < a21 < 0 Ensures x2 predation on x1 respects mass balance
0 < a22 < 1 Implements density-dependent mortality for x2
0 < a23 < 2 Restricts the mutualism interaction between x2 and x3

to protection effects on density-independent mortality
−1 < r3 < 0 Ensures x3 always functions as a heterotroph
0.05 < µ3 < 0.10 Implements a reduction in mortality of x3 due to pro-

tection by x2
−a13 < a31 < a13 Ensures x3 predation on x1 respects mass balance and

allows x3 to feed solely on x2 faeces
−a23 < a32 < a23 Ensures x3 consumption of x2 faeces respects mass bal-

ance but also allows x3 to feed solely on x1
0 < a33 < 1 Implements density-dependent mortality for x3

The equilibrium population sizes were calculated analytically for each parameter229

set (see Supplementary Material for details) and each model defined by a parameter230

set was deemed valid if the equilibrium value of each population and the equilibrium231

nutrient was between zero and one. Ten million randomly generated parameter sets232

drawn from the space defined in Table 2 were evaluated, of which approximately 8%233

resulted in valid models. The location and resilience of the internal equilibrium point234

was calculated for each of the valid parameter sets. The valid parameter sets were235

allocated to one of four potential goby - shrimp interactions (facultative - facultative,236

facultative - obligate, obligate - facultative, or obligate - obligate) on the simple basis237

of whether each could survive in the absence of the other. The goby was classified as238

facultative if r2 > a21, otherwise it was obligate. Similarly, the shrimp was classified239

as facultative if r3 > a31, otherwise it was obligate.240

3. Results. The parameter search found 803,131 valid models, that is, about241

8% of randomly selected sets produced ecologically sensible solutions. Figure 1 shows242
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the distributions of the resiliences of the coexistence equilibrium point for each classi-243

fication of the mutualism interaction. The facultative goby - facultative shrimp case244

accounts for about three-quarters of the valid parameter sets, and its distribution245

of resiliences dominates the overall distribution (see Supplementary Material). The246

least common case found in the parameter search was the obligate goby - obligate247

shrimp case, which accounted for only about 0.5% of valid parameter sets, followed248

by the facultative goby - obligate shrimp interaction which accounted for about 11% of249

valid parameter sets. This is despite the parameter search ranges resulting in obligate250

behaviour being equally as likely as facultative as the parameter ranges were symmet-251

rical. Both of the obligate shrimp cases had much smaller maximum resiliences, and252

fewer cases of near-maximum resiliences, than the two facultative shrimp cases. The253

obligate goby - facultative shrimp case (around 13% of cases) had both the greatest254

maximum resilience and the greatest proportion of cases of near-maximum resiliences255

(see Table 3), with a strongly left-skewed third mode compared to the facultative256

goby - facultative shrimp case.257

Fig. 1. Distributions of resiliences for the obligate goby and obligate shrimp (top left, n =
3, 838), the obligate goby and facultative shrimp (top right, n = 101, 420), the facultative goby and
obligate shrimp (bottom left, n = 90, 498), and the facultative goby and facultative shrimp (bottom
right, n = 607, 375).

The distributions of resilience in each of the four cases may be characterised258

crudely based on the intersections of the modal distributions, as low (R < 0.15),259

medium (0.15 < R < 0.5) and high (R > 0.5). The partitioning of equilibrium260

points between these resiliences is given in Table 3. The obligate goby - facultative261

shrimp system has the greatest proportion of its systems in the high resilience mode,262

with over 55%, more than double the fraction of any other system. The facultative263

goby - facultative shrimp systems could potentially have similarly high resiliences,264
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8 ROGER CROPP AND JOHN NORBURY

although a smaller fraction of these systems had high resiliences. However, as there265

were many more parameter sets found in this category, the probability of facultative266

goby - facultative shrimp or obligate goby - facultative shrimp being a high resilience267

system appear similar.268

Table 3
Partitioning of equilibrium points among resiliences.

Interaction Low Medium High
Obligate goby - obligate shrimp (OO) 36% 47% 17%
Facultative goby - obligate shrimp (FO ) 21% 73% 6%
Obligate goby - facultative shrimp (OF) 30% 15% 55%
Facultative goby - facultative shrimp (FF) 22% 55% 23%

We noted above that as different parameter sets can define the same equilibrium269

point in the system’s ecospace each point can have multiple resiliences, and that there270

may not necessarily be a simple relationship between equilibrium population sizes and271

resilience. Figure 2 supports this observation and suggests three relationships between272

population size and resilience correlated with the three modes of resiliences apparent273

in Figure 1. Each panel of Figure 2 has a horizontal lobe of points extending along274

the equilibrium population axis with resiliences near zero, where there is no relation-275

ship between population size and resilience. However, each figure also has many more276

solutions which reveal either a relatively weak relationship between population size277

and resilience (the middle mode in Figure 1 and the middle lobe in Figure 2) or a278

potentially strong relationship (the upper lobes) The boundaries of these lobes repre-279

sent optimal tradeoff regimes where the goby and shrimp populations can trade the280

benefits of increased sustainable population size against the costs of reduced system281

resilience. Note that the lowest trophic level, the plankton, does not have to trade282

these options off - it increases the system resilience when it increases its sustainable283

population size.284

This provides a few broad rubrics: systems with relatively large lower trophic285

level populations (i.e. the classic ’trophic pyramid’) tend to be more resilient than286

systems with relatively small lower trophic levels; and conversely, resilient systems287

tend to have relatively small populations in the higher trophic levels. There appears288

to be no correlation between the total sustainable biomass in the system and resilience289

(Figure 2(d)). Figure 2 also reveals that the most common systems we found were290

low resilience systems with x∗1 between 0.2 and 0.4, and with a total living biomass291

between 0.5 and 0.8-0.9.292
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Table 4
Correlation coefficients between parameters, resilience and/or equilibrium population size. Data

for these correlations were included if all the goby and shrimp populations were in optimal trade-off
regimes: |R−(1−x∗2)| < 0.1 and |R−(1−x∗3)| < 0.1 for facultative shrimp, and if |R−(1−1.25x∗2)| <
0.1 and |R− (1− 2x∗3)| < 0.1 for obligate shrimp.

Interaction OG - OS FG - OS OG - FS FG - FS
(n = 17) (n = 94) (n = 14, 458) (n = 27, 450)

r2 v a21 0.71 0.75 0.75 0.90
r3 v a31 0.95 0.82 0.88 0.92
a11 v x∗1 -0.97 -0.96 -0.97 -0.97
R v x∗2 -0.75 -0.79 -0.72 -0.85
R v x∗3 -0.66 -0.77 -0.54 -0.54

The boundaries which constrain the plankton resilience-population relationship293

and along which the higher trophic level populations optimise the competing interests294

of maximising their equilibrium population size and maximising system resilience295

are shown by the dashed lines in Figure 2. When data for both facultative and296

obligate strategies are combined, as in Figure 2, the tradeoff between resilience and297

sustainable population size is slightly more expensive for shrimp (R ≈ 1 − 1.67x∗3)298

than for gobies (R ≈ 1 − 1.45x∗2). However, the tradeoffs are sensitive to whether299

the shrimp are facultative or obligate. For facultative shrimp, the compromise for300

the goby is R ≈ 1 − x∗2, and similarly for the shrimp R ≈ 1 − x∗3. For obligate301

shrimp, the goby tradeoff is R ≈ 1 − 1.25x∗2, and for the shrimp the compromise is302

R ≈ 1−2x∗3, although these regressions are based on fewer data points. An interesting303

implication of the goby resilience distribution in Figure 2 is that very small equilibrium304

populations of gobies (say, smaller than 0.05) produce either very low or very high,305

but not intermediate, resilience systems, unlike shrimp for which small equilibrium306

populations can be associated with systems of any resilience but most commonly307

produce systems of intermediate resilience.308
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Fig. 2. Scatter plots of resiliences for the goby and shrimp systems. Resilience vs: x∗1 (top
left); x∗2 (top right); x∗3 (bottom left); and total equilibrium biomass x∗1 + x∗2 + x∗3 (bottom right),
(n = 803, 131). Colours show the number of parameter sets that resulted in each population -
resilience combination. The dashed lines show optimal resilience-population tradeoffs (see text for
details).

The lowest trophic level, the plankton x1, is not constrained by such a trade-309

off, but the distribution of valid systems is constrained by two resilience-population310

relationships: R ≈ 2x∗1 on the left and R ≈ 2x∗1 − 1 on the right. Between these311

bounds resilience is not necessarily strongly affected by population size, with maxi-312

mum resiliences being achievable with x∗1 populations between 0.5 and 1, and mini-313

mum resiliences occurring for x∗1 values between 0 and 0.5. The x∗2 and x∗3 trade-offs314

occur along the left diagonal side of the scatter of x∗1 points in Fig 2) the increase315

in system resilience with increasing plankton population is approximately R = 2x∗1.316

Along this line, the system resilience does not increase after x∗1 = 0.5, indicating that317

x∗1 = 0.5, R = 1 is an optimal point for the competing interests of the goby and shrimp318

populations to potentially maximise their equilibrium size (so x∗2 + x∗3 ≈ 0.5) while319

maintaining the resilience of the system near its maximum (in this case R = 1). How-320

ever, this does not appear to be an achievable outcome for the system, as x∗2+x∗3 ≈ 0.5321

produces resiliences of R ≈ 0.5.322

Table 4 shows a summary of high correlations between parameters, resilience323

and/or equilibrium population size for parameter sets that were near the trade-offs324

for gobies and shrimp. The data in Table 4 reveal strong negative correlations between325

resilience and the equilibrium population sizes of x2 and x3. Note that there is no326

correlation between x∗1 and R as the optimal trade-offs for x2 and x3 lie in a region327

of the solution space where R is insensitive to x∗1 (see Fig 2). In this part of the328

parameter space the plankton’s density-dependent mortality rate a11 is a primary329

determinant of the x∗1 population size rather than higher trophic level grazing (a21330

and a31). However, for the goby and shrimp populations, a21 and a31 are involved in331
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key trade-offs with r2 and r3 respectively.332

The trade-offs that the goby and shrimp populations make in order to service their333

objectives of maximising their steady-state populations while maintaining a resilient334

ecosystem are apparent in Fig 3. This plot shows the correlation between r2 and335

a21, and r3 and a31 for obligate goby - facultative shrimp and facultative goby -336

facultative shrimp interactions for parameter sets for which both populations were337

near the optimal trade-off regimes: |R − (1 − x∗2)| < 0.1 and |R − (1 − x∗3)| < 0.1.338

Scatter plots for systems with obligate shrimp are not shown as these cases did not339

have sufficient data points to reveal a robust relationship (n = 17 for obligate gobies340

and n = 94 for facultative gobies).341

	

(b)	

(d)	(c)	

(a)	

Fig. 3. Scatter plots of r2 versus a21, and r3 versus a31 for the obligate goby - facultative shrimp
system (panels (a) and (b) respectively, n = 14, 458), and r2 versus a21, and r3 versus a31 for the
facultative goby - facultative shrimp system (panels (c) and (d) respectively, n = 27, 450). Colours
show how many parameter sets resulted in each trade-off. Points above the dashed lines r2 = a21
or r3 = a31 in each panel are obligate interactions and those below are facultative interactions for
the goby (panels (a) and (c)) and the shrimp (panels (b) and (d)). Data were included in these
plots if both x2 and x3 populations were in optimal trade-off regimes: |R − (1 − x∗2)| < 0.1 and
|R− (1− x∗3)| < 0.1.

The key trade-offs that both populations make in each case in Figure 3 is of their342

density-independent mortality rate (r2 or r3) against their per capita rate of plankton343

consumption (a21 or a31). In all cases, these parameters are positively correlated -344

if r2 is reduced for example, a21 is reduced in the tradeoff. Trade-offs between the345

density-independent mortality rates (r2 or r3) and the density-dependent mortality346

rates (a22 or a33) or their interaction coefficients (a23 or a32) were not evident in the347

analysis. The imperatives for trade-offs appear to be much stronger for the shrimp348

than for the goby, with the correlation coefficients between r3 and a31 being much349

stronger (0.99 in both cases) than the correlation coefficients between r2 and a21 (0.75350
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and 0.88 respectively) in each case.351

The cases for the obligate goby are distributed throughout the available space,352

but are mostly concentrated near a21 = r2, that is, along the facultative/obligate353

boundary. The facultative goby cases are also distributed throughout the available354

space, but again are more common near the facultative/obligate boundary. The goby355

parameters are more common either side of the dividing line that differentiates facul-356

tative interactions from obligate, suggesting that either strategy optimises the goby357

trade-offs equally well. There appears to be little pressure on the goby to be strongly358

facultative or strongly obligate - most goby cases cluster around the line r2 = a21359

where the goby has the flexibility to adapt its mutualist strategy with small parame-360

ter changes. There also appears to be little difference in the ubiquity of small versus361

large parameter values, with cases distributed approximately uniformly along the fac-362

ultative/obligate boundary.363

The shrimp parameter set distributions are different to the goby: low values of364

r3 and a31 are more common than large values whether the shrimp are facultative or365

obligate. Further, when the gobies are obligate (Figure 3b) they are more dense near366

the boundary r3 = a31 that divides facultative from obligate shrimp, but are more367

densely clustered near the parameter search boundary a31 = 2r3 when the gobies are368

facultative (Figure 3d). The points in this latter region are points that lie along the369

left edge of the plankton-resilience scatter in Figure 2, for which all three population-370

resilience relationships R = 2x∗1, R = 1− x∗2, and R = 1− x∗3 hold.371

The other side of the parameter space, near r3 = a31, where the obligate goby372

- facultative shrimp systems are more common, involves only tradeoffs between the373

goby and the shrimp (R = 1 − x∗2, and R = 1 − x∗3) and are not constrained by374

the plankton-resilience relationship. This suggests a benefit to the shrimp of being375

strongly facultative in low plankton regimes, and presents an interesting rubric. Fac-376

ultative goby - facultative shrimp systems have more parameter combinations that377

result in high resilience but occur in regions with low sustainable plankton population378

regimes, where resilience increases as the lowest trophic level population increases. In379

contrast, obligate goby - facultative shrimp systems have fewer parameter combina-380

tions that lead to high resilience but occur in high sustainable plankton population381

regimes, where resilience is not correlated with changes in the lowest trophic level382

population.383

4. Discussion. The modelling framework we have used to simulate mutualism384

interactions between gobies and shrimp allows us to identify points of maximum re-385

source levels for each population and use those points to define parameter relationships386

that determine whether the goby is in a facultative or obligate mutualist relationship387

with the shrimp and vice versa. It also allows us to constrain the parameter space388

that we randomly search and to eliminate unrealistic ecosystems from our analysis,389

for example systems in which populations ’borrow’ resources from the environment.390

Only around 8% of the ten million random parameter sets we sampled from the391

parameter space resulted in valid ecosystem models. Models with obligate shrimp392

had lower maximum resiliences than models with facultative shrimp, and were rel-393

atively rare, an interesting result given the number of obligate strategies proposed394

or documented for shrimp. Models in which the gobies and the shrimp were both395

facultative were about six times more common than the obligate goby - facultative396

shrimp interaction, most often reported for real systems. Obligate-facultative mutu-397

alist interactions presumably originate from mutualist interactions that are initially398

facultative-facultative and one of Lyons’ [20] key questions was what is the payoff that399
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the goby obtains that results in it becoming obligate on the shrimp.400

The answer may lie in the distribution of the resiliences of the various systems.401

We find three modes of resilience among the valid systems found by our random402

parameter search: low (R ≈ 0); medium (R ≈ 0.3); and high (R ≈ 1). Based on403

the scalings used in the model, the low resilience systems equate to ecosystems that404

take months to recover from perturbations while the high resilience systems equate405

to ecosystems that take days to recover. The low resilience mode in all scenarios,406

is not correlated with sustainable population size, while the second mode appears407

weakly correlated with population size. The third mode has a complex relationship408

with sustainable population sizes, and dominates the distribution of resiliences for409

the obligate goby - facultative shrimp scenario, accounting for over half of the valid410

cases, more than double the fraction of high resilience cases for other scenarios. The411

distributions of resiliences in the other three scenarios are dominated by the second412

mode, which account for 47 - 73% in these systems. While facultative-facultative413

systems are more abundant, and consequently account for most of the high-resilience414

systems, the obligate-facultative interaction has a high mode that is strongly skewed415

in favour of high resilience systems. This suggests that the payoff for the gobies416

transitioning from facultative to obligate mutualists may be that it produces more417

stable ecosystems that maintain its food, reproductive and protector populations at418

more predictable levels.419

The relationships between system resilience and the sustainable x∗2 and x∗3 pop-420

ulations supports our conjecture that there may be two conflicting self-organising421

principles at work in these systems. Each higher trophic level population is trying to422

maximise its sustainable population and sequester the greatest fraction of resources423

in the system that it can. However, at the system level this strategy results in low424

resilience systems, in which all populations are more susceptible to extinction because425

small perturbations in the environment to which they have adapted can lead to large,426

long-lasting departures from the equilibrium state [28, 22]. This results in desta-427

bilisation of the food sources for all populations. This may drive trade-offs that the428

goby and shrimp populations make in order to achieve a compromise state somewhere429

between maximising their own sustainable population and ensuring a sufficient and430

reliable food supply.431

Our analyses suggest that the major trade-offs that the gobies and shrimp make432

are their density-independent mortality rates (r2 and r3 respectively) against their433

rates of predation on the plankton (a21 and a31 respectively). Here we see differences434

between the goby and shrimp trade-offs. The sustainable goby populations are more435

dense in the vicinity of the trade-off r2 = a21, and although there are almost twice as436

many cases of facultative gobies as obligate gobies, both distributions are clustered437

around the same trade-off, and are distributed roughly uniformly along all values of438

−1 < r2 = a21 < 0. This suggests there may be little advantage to the goby to be439

strongly facultative or strongly obligate, but an advantage to be positioned so that it440

can change its mutualist strategy with small behavioural changes.441

The shrimp in contrast has clear mutualism interaction modes associated with442

goby behaviour. When the goby is obligate, the shrimp trade-offs are distributed near443

to the tradeoff r3 = a31, but when the gobies are facultative, the shrimp tradeoffs444

are most dense near the trade-off r3 = 2a31. Small magnitude values are also more445

common than large in this case. The differences between these strategies are profound.446

The latter, with the facultative goby, represents a model with low sustainable plankton447

populations, in which the optimisation of the resilience of the system is subject to448

three constraints. Here, system resilience is positively correlated with the sustainable449
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plankton population and negatively correlated with the sustainable goby and shrimp450

populations. In contrast, the majority of the facultative shrimp models with obligate451

gobies have sustainable plankton populations, and occur in a region of parameter452

space where resilience is subject to only two constraints - resilience increases if the453

sustainable goby and shrimp populations reduce, but is unaffected by changes in the454

sustainable plankton population.455

5. Conclusion. Our analysis of this goby-shrimp model of mutualist behaviour456

suggests that obligate goby behaviour allied to facultative shrimp behaviour may be457

a preferred outcome (of the four possible interactions examined) as it is associated458

with the highest system resilience. This modelling outcome is consistent with the459

observation that over 90% of goby species are obligate on their shrimp partners [20].460

Lyons [20, 21] data shows that obligate gobies tend to stay closer to their shrimp461

burrows and do not forage as far as facultative gobies. Such behaviour may make462

obligate goby populations more susceptible to speciation, leading to lots of obligate463

goby species. This does not mean that the total biomass of obligate gobies is greater464

than the total biomass of facultative gobies.465

Further, facultative goby behaviour with facultative shrimp behaviour is an easily466

achievable state, with 75% of valid random parameter sets representing this interac-467

tion. This is a common state in regimes where the resilience of the system correlates468

with the sustainable biomass of the lowest trophic level. While systems with facul-469

tative goby and facultative shrimp had an approximately symmetric high resilience470

mode, in contrast to the strongly left-skewed high resilience mode of the obligate goby471

- facultative shrimp system, and had a small fraction of valid systems in the mode472

(23% versus 55%), it also had the potential for very high resilience systems and had473

many more high resilience systems (around 17% of all valid systems, versus 7% for474

the obligate - facultative system).475

Two interesting questions now arise that might be determined empirically. First,476

the distribution of goby trade-offs most commonly falling in the region of parame-477

ter space where the goby can easily shift between facultative and obligate behaviour,478

suggests that goby behaviours in the wild may need to be categorised differently. In479

particular, the fraction of total goby biomass that is in an obligate relationship with480

shrimp needs to be estimated and compared with the number of goby species that are481

in obligate relationships with shrimp. Second, the role of the plankton populations482

that potentially support both the goby and shrimp populations might be compared483

with the ubiquity of obligate-facultative and facultative-facultative interactions. Our484

results predict that the former may be more common in regions with abundant plank-485

ton populations that serve as food for both gobies and shrimp, and the latter may be486

more common in regions where low plankton biomass dictates that predator popula-487

tions need to utilise all available food sources.488

A recurring issue in the empirical investigation of living systems to evaluate the489

veracity of theoretical predictions is to what extent the assumptions made in devel-490

oping the theoretical model conflict with the real world. Here, we have abstracted491

the real world to its simplest form, and represent the interaction of the populations492

with their environment and other populations (through the ri, and Mi and aij respec-493

tively) only by the sign and magnitude of the interaction. This provides a reasonable494

approximation to the actual system if we empirically study real systems that are rel-495

atively undisturbed. We also make one approximation, that the mass of the limiting496

nutrient is conserved within the system; recall the model system is open to flows of497

all other nutrients and energy. The approximation that 100% of the limiting nutrient498
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is recycled, while it prevents the use of the model to simulate the effects of changes in499

nutrient supply, is reasonable as most living systems recycle in excess of 90% of their500

limiting nutrient [32]. We consider that the results and predictions that we articulate501

here are relevant to, and testable in, real natural systems. We also note that the as-502

sumption of conservation of mass makes models written in this framework especially503

suitable for mesocosm experiments, which are generally sealed and in which the mass504

of all nutrients is conserved.505
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7. Supplementary Material.577

7.1. Obligation. Consider an obligate mutualist population xi that consumes578

a single resource Ri = xh and is obligated on the presence of another population579

xj (j 6= h, i) to be able to grow. The maximal point of the consumed resource for580

the population xi lies at a vertex of E, where xh = 1 and all other populations,581

including the population supplying the service to the obligated population, are zero.582

The population cannot grow there because its obligating population is zero, hence we583

include the obliging population xj as a pseudo-resource R̂i = φi(xh, xj)) on the line584

xh + xj = 1. The pseudo-resource must have the properties that:585

• R̂i = 0 when the resource xh = 0,586

• R̂i = 0 when the obliging population xj = 0,587

• R̂i > 0 when 0 < xh, xj < 1,588

• R̂i collapses to Ri when there is no obligation of xi on xj .589

Many functions, including Holling Type II (φi(xh, xj) = xh
xj

xj+εj
) and Holling Type590

III (φi(xh, xj) = xh
x2
j

x2
j+εj

), where εj ≥ 0 is a half-saturation constant that mea-591

sures the degree of the obligation of xi on xj capture these properties of R̂i, al-592

though other functions may be used. The point of maximum pseudo-resource R̂∗∗
i =593

max(φi(xh, xj)) lies somewhere on the line xh + xj = 1. In order for the obligated594

population xi to have valid ecological properties its life function fi must satisfy the595

condition that fi|R̂∗∗
i
> 0 and fi|R̂i=0 < 0.596

The heterotroph mutualist system, (1) and (2), always has an unstable equilibrium597

point at the origin C0 = {0, 0, 0} with eigenvalues of:598

(4) λ1 = r1 > 0, λ2 = r2 < 0, and, λ3 = r3 < 0,599

where the signs of the eigenvalues hold for all heterotrophs, that is, they are the600

same for all mutualism strategies of x2 and x3. The origin is always an unstable601

saddle point in these systems as the autotroph population is always able to grow as602

λ1 is always positive. The system also has an autotroph-only equilibrium point at:603

(5) C1 = {x∗1 =
r1
a11

, x∗2 = 0, x∗3 = 0}.604

This point always lies on the x1 axis within E, and the eigenvalues of this point605

are always:606

(6) λ1 = −r1 < 0, λ2 = r2 < 0, and, λ3 = r3 < 0.607

This point is always stable when ε1 and ε2 are greater than zero (i.e. when the x2608

and x3 populations are obligate upon each other). The only other equilibrium point609

of the model that influences its dynamics is the coexistence point C2 = {x∗1 6= 0, x∗2 6=610

0, x∗3 6= 0}. Evaluating the location of this point algebraically is complicated and611

uninformative, so we calculate it numerically if we need it. Our parameter constraints612

do not guarantee that this interior coexistence equilibrium point will exist in E. It613

may not exist in E, or it may exist in E and be unstable, in which case it is likely that614

all three populations do not coexist, a circumstance which is not the subject of this615

analysis and will not be considered here. However, if C2 does exist in E and it is stable,616
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a separatrix dividing the basins of attraction of the two stable equilibrium points C1617

and C2 must exist. This requires that solving the system f1 = 0; f2 = 0; f3 = 0 results618

in two distinct equilibrium points for C − 2, one stable and one unstable (that lies619

between C1 and the stable C2 point) and introduces an Allee effect [1] which imposes620

minimum sustainable population sizes on x2 and x3.621

7.2. Parameter Values. The facultative goby case is defined by the conditions622

that it can survive solely on plankton (i.e. f2|x1=1 > 0) and that it may receive a623

benefit from the shrimp (i.e. a23 < 0 if benefits exceed costs). The obligate goby624

case is represented by the conditions that it cannot survive on plankton alone (i.e.625

f2|x1=1 < 0) but relies on a reduction in mortality due to a protection mutualism626

provided by the shrimp for the population to be able to grow (i.e. f2|x∗∗
1 +x∗∗

3 =1 > 0627

where x∗∗3 is a critical size of the shrimp population that provides sufficient benefits628

(burrows) that the goby population can survive). In this case, a23 may take either629

sign: if a23 < 0 the goby receives a mutualist benefit from the shrimp in addition to its630

reduced mortality (benefits exceed costs), or if a23 > 0 there is no additional mutualist631

benefit, or the cost of accessing the benefit exceeds the benefit. For simplicity, here632

we will assume no unspecified mutualist benefits so that a23 > 0. These conditions633

define simple parameter relationships, in particular between r2 and a21 that allow us634

to succinctly differentiate facultative from obligate mutualist gobies (see Table 5).635

We use the saturating Holling Type III function M2(x3) = µ2(x23/[x
2
3 + ε2]) to636

quantify the effect that the presence of the shrimp population has on the mortality637

of the goby population as measured experimentally by Lyons [20]. This captures638

the properties that when the shrimp population is very low, and there are very few639

burrows within close range of each goby, the addition of an extra burrow does not640

improve the goby’s chances of evading predation much. Similarly, when the shrimp641

population is high, and each goby has many burrows nearby, the addition of an extra642

burrow does not improve the goby’s chances of evading predation much.643

We use the linear Holling Type I function M3(x2) = µ3x2 to quantify the ef-644

fect that the presence of the shrimp population has on the mortality of the goby645

population.646

The obligate mutualism cases are more complicated, and these interactions are647

defined in Table 5.648

Table 5
Summary of parameter conditions for obligate interactions.

Pop. Interaction Parameter Relations
Goby Relies on mortality reduction

from availability of burrows pro-
vided by shrimp

r2 < a21 < 0 and a21x
∗∗
1 <

r2[1−M2(x∗∗3 )] < 0 for some 0 <
x∗∗1 , x

∗∗
3 < 1 where x∗∗1 + x∗∗3 = 1

Shrimp 1. Feeds solely on goby faeces a31 ≥ 0 and a32 < r3 < 0
Shrimp 2. Feeds on plankton and relies on

mortality reduction from goby
warnings

r3 < a31 < 0 and a31x
∗∗
1 <

r3[1−M3(x∗∗2 )] < 0 for some 0 <
x∗∗1 , x

∗∗
2 < 1 where x∗∗1 + x∗∗2 = 1

Shrimp 3. Feeds on both plankton and goby
faeces and relies on mortality re-
duction from goby warnings

r3 < a31 < 0, r3 < a32 < 0,
and (a31x

∗∗
1 + a32x

∗∗
2 ) < r3[1 −

M3(x∗∗2 )] < 0 for some 0 <
x∗∗1 , x

∗∗
2 < 1 where x∗∗1 + x∗∗2 = 1

Obligate option (1) for the shrimp in Table 5 is analogous to the obligation a649
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predator has on its prey, although in this case the shrimp feeds on the goby faeces650

so the goby population is not reduced by the shrimp population, but the size of651

the shrimp population is constrained by the size of the goby population. In obligate652

options (2) and (3), the shrimp may feed exclusively on plankton (2) or both plankton653

and goby faeces (3), but in both cases relies on a reduction in mortality due to a654

protection mutualism provided by the goby. (Figure 4) reveals three distinct modes655

of resilience: a mode centred near R = 0, a larger normally distributed mode centred656

on about R = 0.3, and a broad left-skewed mode that extends almost to R = 1.657

Fig. 4. Distributions of resiliences for all goby - shrimp systems (n = 803, 131).

7.3. Parameter Relationships. The explicit accounting of limiting resources658

defines the finite ecospace (E) that contains all the valid states of populations in the659

model. E explicitly shows the resource(s) for each heterotroph population (as these are660

other populations), but also implicitly shows the resource for the autotroph population661

due to the relation that N = 1−x1−x2−x3 [6]. This explicit representation of finite662

resources allows us to impose simple constraints of the per capita growth functions663

(fi). These are simply that populations must be able to grow when their resources are664

maximal (fi|Ri=1 > 0) and cannot grow when they have no resources (fi|Ri=0 < 0).665

These provide parameter relationships which must be respected if the populations666

and model are to be ecologically sensible, that is they constrain the values that the667

parameters ri and aij for i, j = 1, 2, 3 may take.668

The plankton population x1 is an ecologically-sensible population only if its pa-669

rameters have the relationship:670

(7) 0 < r1 < a11, a12, a13.671
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Here, r1 is the net density-independent per capita growth rate of x1 on inorganic672

nutrient, which is a population net term of the positive phytoplankton rate of photo-673

synthesis and the negative zooplankton density-independent mortality rate. a11 is the674

plankton population’s density-dependent mortality rate, and a12 (a13) is the grazing675

parameter for x2 (x3) on x1.676

The goby population x2 may have a facultative or obligate mutualism relationship677

with the shrimp population x3. If it is facultative, the goby life function f2 is subject678

to the usual conditions f2|R2=1 > 0 > f2|R2=0 and the mutualism benefit is defined by679

a23 < 0. Assuming that the population is always subject to some density-dependent680

mortality these conditions provide the parameter relationship:681

(8) a21 < r2 < a23 < 0 < a22.682

However, if the goby is obligate on the shrimp and cannot survive without it, the683

goby must have the properties that:684

• f2|x1=1 < 0,685

• f2|x3=1 < 0,686

• f2|x2=1 < 0,687

• f2|x1=x2=x3=0 < 0,688

• f2|x1+x3=1 > 0 when x1 6= 0 6= x3.689

Analogous conditions hold for the shrimp population.690

7.4. Equilibrium Points. The equilibrium population sizes for each parameter691

set were calculated from the equations:692

x∗1 = −a12x
∗
2 + a13x

∗
3 − r1

a11
,693

x∗2 =
a11r3 − a31r1 − (a11a33 − a13a31)x∗3

a11a32 − a12a31 +M2a11r3
,(9)694

αx∗33 + βx∗23 + γx∗3 + δ = 0,695696

where:697

α =
a13a21
a11

− a23 +
a11a22a33 − a12a21a33

a11a32 − a12a31 + µ2a11r3
+

a12a13a21a31
a211a32 − a11a12a31 + µ2a211r3

,698

β = r2 − µ1r2 −
a21r1
a11

− a11a22r3 + a12a21r3 + a22a31r1
a11a32 − a12a31 + µ2a11r3

− a12a21a31r1
a211a32 − a11a12a31 + µ2a211r3

,699

γ =
εa13a21
a11

− εa23 +
εa11a22a33 − εa13a22a31
a11a32 − a12a31 + µ2a11r3

+
εa12a13a21a31

a211a32 − a11a12a31 + µ2a211r3
,700

δ = εr2 −
εa21r1
a11

− εa11a22r3 + εa12a21r3 + εa22a31r1
a11a32 − a12a31 + µ2a11r3

− εa12a21a31r1
a211a32 − a11a12a31 + µ2a211r3

.701
702

The roots of x∗3 are obtained numerically and then substituted to calculate x∗2703

and then x∗1.704
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